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The Solution of Linear Inverse Problems in Satellite Geodesy 
by Means of Spherical Spline Approximation 
1 Introduction 
solution is situated in a reproducing kernel Hilbert spa,ce setting (see Nashed and Wahba( 1974) 
and Wa,hba( 1973)) using a. spherical spline interpolation method (see Freeden( 1990)), where the 
regula.rizat,ion of the inverse probIcm is done by refinement of the topologies. In the first, part 
of our work we ixs~mc spherical shape for a,11 surfa.ces but the main results of this paper can be 
found in Section 6, where the attention is directed to the fa,ct tha,t the satellite orbit as well as 
the earth’s surface do not unclerly severe geometrical restrictions, In what follows, we summarize 
briefly t,he outline of this pa,per‘. 
In Section 2 we give an overview of the notation, definitions and mathematical structures we 
need. Section 3 deals with the formulation of the type of inverse problems (in a spherical context) 
we discuss. Moreover, the connection to certain satellite missions is ctemonstrated. After that 
we deal with regularization which leads to the introduction of the reproducing kernel Hilbert 
spaces adapted to the inverse problem in Section -1. Then we proceed with the definition of 
spherical spline interpolal ion in Section 5. Here we assume the data. to be error free and develop 
some minima~l properties of the solution and convergence sta,tements. After that we consider 
error affected data and formula.te a combined interpola.tion a.nd smoothing method. Finally, in 
Section G we generalize the whole problem Tao non-spherical structures in the following sense. The 
satellite orbit is no longer assumed to be spherical as well as the surface of the ea,rth. Then we 
calculate an approximation of the gra,vit,ational potential on the surface of the earth from given 
data on the sa.tellite orbit. At. la.st we show a,gain some minimal properties of the a,pproximation 
RIIC~ a convergence result if the measurements at the orbit increa.sc. 
2 Preliminaries 
For any :L‘ = (XI? ~2, ~3)~ E R” different from the origin we may write x = r(, where ]IC] = T and 
[ E 121 = (3: E R”] ]:r/ = 1) (unit, sphere). To be consistent we define 52~~ = {CC E R3] ].z.] = 12} to 
be the sphere with radius R > 0 (centered at the origin). The canonical basis of R3 is denoted 
by {&?,$ }. As usual, AZ denotes the Beltrami opera.tor, It is well known that the only 
eigenfunctions of Ai are the spherical ha,rmonics rl,,j : fZI d R. A,*T<,,,,i = -n(n + 1)&i; n = 
0, I, . . . ) j = 1, . . . , 272 + 1, where $!n, + 1 is the number of linearly independent elements of order 
17,. The Legendre polynomials P?,, : [- 1, l] - R are the only everywhere on [ - 1, l] infinitely 
often differentiable eigenfunctions of the T,egendre opera.tor ( 1 - %’ ) ($)’ - 2t (;l”i) which sa,tisfy 
t-‘,,( 1) = 1. If we consider m(~“.) : 0, - R one ca.n show (cf. Miiller(l966)) that P,(F3.) is 
the only spherical ha,rmonic tha,t; is invariant under orthogonal transformations which leave ? 
fixed. The connection between I’?,( 6 . ) and an C2( Rl )-orthonormalized set of spherical harmonics 
(J;,,,l}: j = 1.. . ..‘~n + I (from now on aIwa,ys assumed) is st,a,tcd in the a,ddition theorem (cf. 
Miiller( 1966) and Freeden( 1979)) 
For t.he following considerations \ve need some Fourier analysis on ,CC:“-spaces. Therefore we 
defi tie a.s usual 
C”( Q,) = {F’ : R - R / P tneasura.blc, ]I I”]]:L(~~) < xi} 
wit 11 
.-. 
F E C( { A-1,,}) on C:( {A,,}). Then the Sobolev space ‘H( {4,}, 12~) is the completion of I:( {A,,)) 
under the norm (4). ‘H( {4,}, 0~) equipped with the inner product (3) is a Hilbert space. If 
we consider il, = (n + 5)” we define ‘EFl,(fl~) = ‘?f({A,,}. 0~). In particular, ‘Ru(0~) = f?(12~) 
and ‘&(QR) C. 7-tt(f2~) for t < -5 with IIFIIH~(Q~,) 5 IIWt,~(nR)~ If we furthermore introduce the 
Reltrami operator Ay *,R of the sphere a~, given by ALIR = +A* 
TfI 
we ha.ve 
and 
for all F E ‘MFI,(s2~). 
Now we are in a position to turn over to the last part of this section. In order to classify 
the type of inverse problems we deal with, it is nesccssary to introduce spherical pseudodiffer- 
ential opera.tors (SPDO) (cf. l?skin( 1981), Svensson( 1983)). Following Cui and Freeden(lS95) 
we consider a sequence of real numbers {hA( 72)); n = 0.1,. . . satisfying 
for some 1 E R. Then the operator A : ‘Ft,(fi~) +- ‘Fl,-~(0~~) defined by 
n=o J=l 
is called SPDO of order t, where {A^( IL)} is called (spherical) symbol of A and the convergence 
of the series is understood in the ‘H+t(O~) topology. Moreover, if 
for all I, E R t,hen the opera,tor h : ‘RFI,(Orz) b C’“(Qn) is called SPDO of order --co. If in 
addition 
xJ ‘Lnfl 
c -A*(n) < cc , 
n=o -4n 
we define 
to be the kernel of A such that: 
Some properties of -1 and rl”(,),) are simply verified: (A’ + A”)“(n) = (A’)“( II) $ (h”)“(n), 
(11’;1”)^(?2) = (n’)A(n)(~2”)A(?~) for all 12 = O,l, u k* and “~~j = ,~A(,‘)Y~j;7Z = O,l.,. . *) 
j = l,...,Zn+ 1. 
h-t hemore. 
G%Ild f\$Y,r j = 071YntI with (rrL = (f) ” A”(n) (i.e. CJ,~ = (i), AA(t and & > l), where 
-1: : &nl:! - P( fly) denotes the adjoint operakr. With this it follows immediately that the 
i;l&rse problem (7) is exponentially ill-posed (cf. I,ouis( 1989)) and the regularization technique 
we want to apply is presented in Section 4. Finally, we would like to emphasize the importance 
of equation (7) in many problems of sa.tellite geodesy: 
Assuming the spherical shape of the earth a,nd the satellite orbit (what we do no longer re- 
quire in Section G), equation (7) ena.bles us to recover the following satellite problems. If we 
define R: radius of the ea.rth, H: satellite altitude, T = R + Ii and 1;‘: gravitational potential 
on the surface of the earth, we have: 
1. The Linear&d SST-Problem 
A”( ~2) = s G uega.tive radial derivative of the gra,vitational potential at3 the satellite orbit I ’ 
2. The Gradiometry Problem 
A”( 72) = v. G 2nd radkl derivative of the gra,vitational potentia,l at the satellite orbit 
4 The Regularizat ion 
Following t.he ideas of Nashed a.nd Wahba( 1974) we consider the inverse problem (7) in Hilbert- 
type subspaces of C’( 0~) and L”( a,), respectively, in order to obtain a bounded general- 
ized inverse operator which is known as regularization by refinement of the topologies (cf. e.g. 
I,ouis(l989)). Therefore it is necessary t,o extend the knowledge a,bout the theory of S0ho1~ 
spaces already introduced in Section 2. 
According to Freeden( 1990) we call a, sequence {An} of real numbers summable if 
Starting with a summable sequence {A,}, the Sobolev space 
is a separa,blc Hilbcrt space (with Hilbert, ba.sis { ~r;Pj}) a.nd inner product defined in (3) 
possessing the reproducing kernel 
,x an+1 
,ij, TJ E (If? (cf. Freeden( 1990) and Aronsza,,jn( 1950)). i.e. 
Proof: 
ad 2) 
An immediate consequence of Lemma. 1 is the fa.ct that ‘FIR c C( OR), ~2 c C(O,) and ‘W c C( 0,) 
(cf. Frecden( 1990)). If we consider a set -‘i&, = {r)b} of pairwisely distinct elements 77k E Q1 
snch that -Y,& is dense in Q, (with respect to the Euclidea,n topology) it is clear that Xg = 
{ yk}, yk = /&T/k is dense in fin. rI?hen it iS Well known (cf. Meschkowski( 1962)) tha,t {l<%~n( ?Jk, .)} 
forms a complete and closed system in XR (with respect to 11 . 1j.H~). Thus, we only have to 
show that ARKHR( y, .) E ‘W and ~Z,K,E( y, .) E ‘W which can he done by an easy calculation. u 
r I’ 
Now we are in a. position to reformnlatc the inverse problem (7) in refined topologies. Given a 
function G E ‘FP C C(O, ) C C”( Q,) we search for a solution of the problem 
Alp-G; F E 7-tR. (8) 
In order to show the well-posedness of (8) we prove 
Proof: 
a,il I ) 
As before it is easy to show that I<<( ., 9) E ‘HI’. 
a,d 2) 
In Theorem I we have already shown that (h$1C,(i, .)1(z) = 1<.~~(.2‘, x). Using 1) we consider 
the closure of {A$ !/k, .)} in ‘FIR with respect to I/ . jI RHN (denoted by V). Moreover? we obtain 
Then it is not difficull. to see that 
.\R( V) = II;’ {KE(yk. .)}““‘““) = ‘H”. 1. 

2. step: 
Define SF = AL 7,(.~‘.,W)5G -I” as a,n approximation of F = A+ $.(W,‘H”) C: (the desired solution of 
(8)). 
For our further investiga.tions we need some ba,sjc results of spherica,l spline interpolation (Cf. 
J?reeden( 1990)). 
1. Uniqueness: 
As IJ,T, > 0; 1% = 0. 1. . . ., the interpolation constraints lead to a. system of linear equations with 
positive definite matrix. Thus. there exists a unique solution 5’;; E S’$~:~IM( { BA,}, S&) of the 
interpolation problem in ‘H” (1. step). 
2. Minimum ?jorm Properties: 
Due to the reproducing property of Ii.H’( *. e): S{y satisfies 
The next question to be exa,mined is the following: To what est,end can these properties be 
transferred to ,Sp ? 
tlniqueness is trivial as .i~ : ?I!~ 
I 
- ‘I-t’ defines a,n isomorphism. Due to the isometry of 
An we additionally have r 
and 
(12) 
for all S E S’pli?zc( {II;}, -Y,G7). (11) , h s ows the minimal norm character also of the approximation 
SF, wherex ( 12) has to be esa?.minetl more precisely. Let us assume for a, moment tha,t I: is 
knowll on .~~‘~ = (y1, . . . , y,v} C 0~; yi, = :.r:k for X: = 1,. . . Z (i.e. the projection of .?ih OIltO 
QR). Then we solve the intcrpolat.ion problem 

Proof: 
We use Theorem :3 together with 
The last result shows Ihe main outcome of the considered Jgoritlrm: 
\/Ve need a, cert,ain a.mount of information only at, the satellik ort,il, to obtain an XCUriLtX~ 
;~,pI-“‘o”inla,tion of the p0tentia.l on the surfa,ce of the spherical earth. This spprosirrlatk~ll can 
be determined by the solut,ion of a. system of linear equations with positive definite matrix for 
whicll powerful SolVers al-9 FlViGlZ1.blP (e.g. C’tl0l~sl<~ decomposition). 
So faa we considered only inverse problctns with error free rightha,nd side. ln the following 
we omit this assumtion and t,urn over to t,he solution of inverse problems with noisy input. We 
consider aga.in the inverse problem (8) but in this case with error affected righthand side G” E ‘Ii’ 
With strict interpolation (following the previous method) WC obtain an interpola,nt S& of the 
noisy data on sa.tellite a,ltitude and an approxima.tion 5’iyC of the disturbed solution F’. Instea,d 
of doing so we turn over to combined interpoktion a.nd smoothing (cf. Freeden and Witte( 1982)). 
Given the set -X-,k+ = {:cI,. . ..,r,v} c II,., t.he va,lues G’:(n:;) = C:F; i = 1,. . ., :V and prescribed 
positive weights h, -,f, . . . 1 -it,. such that the matris 
(I<‘HV(J;* s1r.j) f h?~h;,j);~~; :..,_ V 
N 

6 The Ceneralization to Non-Spherical Structures 
6.1 The New Geometries and the Corresponding Hilbert Spaces 
Figure 1 
According to the real world conditions we consider the following geometry? where Z=E denotes 
the surface of the earth and Ss a compact surface situated in the exterior of a. sphere Rt, i.e. 
t < infx.sS ICC/, where the dat,a is mea.sured. X.9 has the propert,ies that it divides R3 into 
the bounded region TF* (containing the origin) a,nd the unbounded region XI”,“” and that any 
radius starting from the origin intersects Y:s only once. For SE we only require that it is a 
compact surface contained iu the exterior of a Bjerhammar sphere OR, i.e. R has to satisfy 
R < inf,EEcE 1x1 < 2. Finally. t,hr sphere 12, is defined by r = suprET l:cI (see Figure 1). 
Firstly, we wa,nt to mention that, s-21;: and QT do not denote the spherical earth and the spherical 
satellite orbit as in t,hc previous sect,ioris. Here they denote an inscribing sphere of the earth 
a.nd a covering sphere of t,he orbit. Nevert,heless WC KW the same nc,t,ation as we wa.nt to work 
with the same spaces alrc;ltly introduced in Sect,ion .I. 
Let ?fR c C( 0,) be defined as in ‘ITheorem 1. ‘I’hen for all F E 7-t”. 
(18) 
Lemma 2 
and the corresponding norm 
As YE is a cornpxt surface in fig’, any fuuction F E 3-1~ is uniquely determined by its restriction 
onto ‘HFtc,. Thus, ‘PyE defines as well au isometric isomorphism between ‘MB and ‘fix,. By 
equivaleni rneaus we define now t,he spaces a,t satellite altitude (‘4 = Above). 
‘H,Li = (5’ 1 G;(z) = bt ~/,~~(:c,~u)(=(?u)~;~(~u); GE ‘Ht}, 
Ix > t, where ‘Ht = ‘H( {C,“,}, fZt) a,nd C,t, = (f(On) ii,‘“)-‘. I3 ue to the conditions on f (see 
Theorem 1) it cau be ea.sily ca.lcula,ted that {CA} . IS surnnmble and thus ‘Ht c C(&) defines a 
reproducing kernel Hilbert, spxe. On ‘H.4 we define the inner product. 
Ix/ > 1. Thus, (‘H,.i, (., -),M,,~) forms a. separa.blc Hilbert spa.ce atltl ‘H.4 c Cm(Sl~rt). 
Lemma 3 
6.2 The Generalization of the Inverse Problem 
a,lld F E ‘BR given hy (1s). The operator is well defined because of the requirements on Y.5. 
Due to the isometric isomorphistn 1Mwecn Rx,, and ‘FI” (via ‘PyC and Lemma A), G;r,, defines a 
unique funci,ion 6”‘ E ‘H’ and the unique solution of (21) is given by 
(22) 
wit.11 
Finally, Fi$urCl 2 shows the different st;eps of the solution of (21) 
6.3 ‘H,.I - Spline hterpolation 
denotes an approsimation of 
F(z) = 
i , QR 
i-l,i!,,--,F(y)~~LJI1(~) 5 
where F = At G,(xH’ ,HRjGl‘. Fina’lly, Sgz*- = 7)~~ (SC) is a.11 approximation of the solution of the 
inverse problem (‘21). In a.na,logy to the ordinxy spherical spline interpolation we have 
1. Uniqueness: 
A unique l-tn-spline intkrpolant S, N is guaranteed by the requirements on X,5’ while the unique- 
ness of SF, SF and SgV 
-E 
is obtained by the algorithm. 
2. Minimum Norm Properties 
As in the ordinary spherical spline interpolation ca.se we have 
(23) 
(24) 
l?urthermore, we obta.in 
Proof: 
‘I 
independent of ;. 0 
Finally, we want to mention that also in this case aI combined iuterpokion and smoothing 
result similarly to the spherica, approach ca,n be obta,ined. 
6.4 Explicit Sequences 
The critica. point in our approa,ch is t,he choice of the function f such that (j( (T,,) (.&)2”) -’ is 
summable (see Theorem 1 ). Candid&es may be found among t,he rcgularizing filters (cf. e.f;” 
Louis( 1989)). Exa.mples are the itera.tJed filters of Tikhonov regularization 
= 
< x 
as .I is a SPDO of order t < x. 
0 < I.51 < 1 wliicll leads obvio\lsly to a, surnmable sequence (f(ir,,) (&)““)-‘, Moreovel~, it 
is possible t,o represent, all occurin g reproducing ker~cls a.s elementary functions for any permit- 
ted AA( 71). 

,f((T,) = <sn. (y’ lP( n) 
with 3 = 0.9 a.nd P(n) = 1. lising the fact, that, 
(cf. e.g. Miiller( 1966)), we obtain 
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